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Gamepedia Tools The Lord of the Rings: Conquest The Lord of the Rings: Conquest is an action-adventure video game, published by Electronic Arts, and internally developed by Pandemic. Set in the fictional universe of The Lord of the Rings, the game was released on
the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 in 2007, with an expanded release on the PC, iOS, and Android in 2008. Like the other releases in the The Lord of the Rings: War in the North series, the game features the story of the War of the Ring, told from the perspective of different
races and classes, with certain characters controlling certain classes. Another major difference between War in the North and Conquest is that the latter features a downloadable content expansion named The Stonewright. The game is a spin-off to The Lord of the Rings:
The Third Age; characters seen in the latter game do not appear in the former. The game takes place in the Hobbiton region, a safe zone where the Rohirrim and the troops of the North have been at peace with the Orcs, and the player takes control of characters from
the game's races: The humans, The Shire-folk, Elves, Orcs and Gandalf. The Lord of the Rings: Conquest was the first The Lord of the Rings video game to be released for consoles, and the first on consoles that was not a role-playing game (RPG). The PC version was

played from a third-person perspective (with a changeable angle), and supported both keyboard and gamepad controls. An upgraded version of the console release, titled The Lord of the Rings: War in the North, was released in 2007. The Lord of the Rings: Conquest was
met with mixed reviews, with most critics pointing out that the game's story and gameplay is derivative and repetitive, and that the graphics could have been more detailed. The overall rating for the game stands at a 61/100 on Metacritic. Released in 2007 for the

PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360, The Lord of the Rings: War in the North is a standalone expansion to the 2005 video game The Lord of the Rings: The Third Age. Set before the events of the earlier game, War in the North is a standalone expansion that can be played without
having played The Third Age, and therefore has a different storyline. Set in the locations of the Northern Uruk-hai, the Forsaken Province and the White Tower of Eryn, War in the 6d1f23a050
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